


We An Experienced Marketing Professional Based In Uae. 

Focuses On Creating Communications Strategies And Solutions

For My Clients In Order To Help Them Better Connect With Their Audience. 

I Enjoy Applying My Skills And Experience To Each Project

I’m Involved In. From Creative Problem Solving And Innovative Ideation, 

To Integrated And Collaborative Strategization, 

I Always Bring My Strong Eye For Detail And Positive Attitude In Everything That I Do. 

If You’re Looking For Help With Your Marketing Campaign, 

But Aren’t Sure Which Direction To Take, Feel Free To Schedule An Initial Consultation.

A B O U T  U S



O U R  S E R V I C E S

I’m Gulf Socially, A Professional Based In Uae. Take A Look At My Social Media Marketing
 Portfolio BelowTo Learn More About My Career And How I Blend Creativity With 

Strategic Marketing For A Variety Of Clients.
Take A Look Around And Don’t Hesitate To  Get In Touch With Any Comments, Questions, 

Or Interest In My Services That You May Have



O U R  S E R V I C E S

Social Media Support



I Provide A Diverse Range Of Marketing Services To Meet 
A Vast List Of Needs From My Clients.

 I Strive To Provide Only The Utmost Professionalism, Creativity, 
And Results-driven Success That Will Help Your Business Grow.

 How Do I Accomplish This? Through Creative Solutions That You 
Can Find Listed Below On My Social Media Marketing Portfolio.

 If You Have Any Questions, Don’t Hesitate To Get In Touc

What I Provide



If you’re looking for an app to make your business 
more successful, we’ll get you there faster and at a better
price Let us create a custom mobile app in a fraction 
of the time and cost of traditional development.



Social Media Advertising and Marketing makes it easy
to find the right people,capture their attention and generate
results. You can reach your most coveted 
users through advanced precision targeting, Reach 10 million
targeted users on Facebook in UAE. We can target ads to 
people based on how and when they
engaged, and create an experience that is relevant to where 
they are in the process
of investigating our products. We are the best Facebook 
Advertising Agency in Abu Dhabi  with highly trained social 
media experts who are qualified Facebook 
Advertising individuals.  Facebook Marketing Abu Dhabi, 
Facebook Advertising Abu Dhabi Create sponsored ,
Google ads Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat and all 
social media to make more profit and target new customers 
and get more likes and followers

Social Media Marketing



Google Ads

Help customers find you the moment they search 
Google for things you offer. 
Pay only when they click to visit or call
you to target your ads to customers 
in certain countries, regions,
or cities - or within a certain distance
from your business or store



Email Marketing Makes It Simple For Small Businesses

To Create, Send And Share Beautiful Newsletters, Invitations,

Sale Promotions And Product Updates That Look Great Across

All Devices. With Designer-made Templates, And Intuitive 

Editor And Must-have Email Marketing Tools, We Empower

Businesses Worldwide To Communicate

 And Engage With Customers

Email Marketing



Design and build your own high-quality websites.

Whether you’re promoting your business, 

showcasing your work, opening your 

store or starting a blog—you can do it with gulf socially

Website Solutions 



Search Engine Optimization

Answer a few questions about your
website, location and keywords
and get a personalized
SEO plan to get found online



full advertising services

Gulf Socially  Advertising & Marketing Is A Fierce Independent
Creative Agency In Abu Dhabi  Working With Top Brands In Uae.
Our Base Is Located In Abu Dhabi – But That Does Not Limit Us
From Operating To Many Emirates Of Uae



full advertising services



full advertising services



Scope of Work

SEO(Search Engine Optimisation)

Search engine optimization is a strategic technique to take a web document in top search results of

a search engine. Online presence of an organisation is not only an easy way to reach among the

target users but it may be pro�table too if optimization is done keeping in view of the target users as

of the reason that most of the time users search out with the keywords of their use rather than

searching the organisation name.

This work describes the tweaks of taking the page on top position in Google by increasing the Page

rank which may result in the improved visibility and pro�table deal for an organisation. Google is the

most user friendly search engine proved for the users which give user oriented results .In addition,

most other search engines use Google search patterns so, if a page is optimised in Google it is

optimised for most of the search engines.

The Scope is organised into the following tasks:

Task 1- On Page Optimisation

Task 2- O� Page Optimisation

Task 1 | On page Optimization

Objective :
This deals with the changes we do on our page in order to improve visibility and rank.

On Page Optimisation is optimising your website in a way that it can rank better in

search engines and improve visitor satisfaction. It is advisable to update the contents of

our website and optimise the content each time.

O� page includes the following activities:



● Title optimisation
It is a piece of HTML keyword which describes what is website all about to the search engine

and users, it is the most important part of a website which is used by search

engines to �nd the relevance of a website.

● Body text
Contents are the success key for ranking in search engines, so it’s important to concentrate on

the contents of the website which help contents to be considered by the search engine crawlers

at the time of assigning the rankings hyperlinks

● Hyperlinks
A hyperlink is a navigation element or reference of a document in the other part of the same

document, or a speci�ed section of another document, that automatically brings the referred

information to the user when the the navigation element is selected by the user.

● URL
We should improve the structure of url by using words as simple to understand URLS will

convey content information easily. If our URL’S contain relevant keywords, it provides users and

search engines with more information about the page than an ID or oddly named parameter

would as the URL to a document is displayed in the search results after the title.

● Meta Tags optimisation
Meta tags are invisible tags that provide data about your page to search engines and website

visitors. In short, they make it easier for search engines to determine what your content is about,

and thus are vital for SEO. The most important thing to keep in mind when selecting or

optimizing your meta keywords is to be sure that each keyword accurately re�ects the content of

your pages.

● Sitemaps
This is a simple page in our website containing the listing of the pages on our site, which

displays the structure of our website in a hierarchical way. We should always make two
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sitemaps, one for users and other for search engines and make the sites easier to navigate.

Sitemaps designed for visitors help visitors if they have problems �nding the pages

● Quality and easy to understand contents

Creating and using useful contents increase the in�uence of a page more than all the

tweaks.Content should be written in a manner that user enjoys the content and it is

easy to follow and it should be created in view of users not search engines.

● Image optimization

Image optimization In this technique when optimising a page with targeted keywords we should

name the image with the targeted keyword name, it has also a good impact in optimisation.

Image search optimization techniques can be viewed as a subset of search engine optimization

techniques that focuses on gaining high ranks on image search engine results.

● Hidden target keywords

Hidden target keywords In this technique we wrote the keywords on the pages by using

hyperlinks with other pages full of keywords.

Task 2 | Off page Optimization

Objective :

This is the work which is done apart from the website to improve the visibility & ranking of a

page. O� page search engine optimization is supposedly the complement of On Page

Optimization. It mainly concentrates in creating backlinks & social media marketing.

It includes the following activities:
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● Backlinks generation

In this process we tend to increase the link of our website on other websites. According to

search engines if a page has more and more number of backlinks means there is

something relevant in a page because of which other pages are providing links to it, Backlinks

are the best way to increase the rank of a page/website

● Social networking

It is the latest technique to have better brand visibility. It is a process sharing information on

sites that facilitates content sharing, data exchange, adding unique content etc.Di�erent social

media tools includes blogs, podcasts and community based web portals such as Facebook,

MySpace, Linkedin, Twitter, Digg, Reddit etc.These social media tools come

with di�erent features like text, images, audio & video sharing among users contents

● Blog posting

It is always a good practice to be on a blog like Blogspot,wordpress,thoughts,quora,linkorbits

etc

● Video submission

Video submission is the process of submitting your unique company intro, publishing any

products etc., to get a tremendous tra�c in easiest way of marketing

� Article submission

Article submission has the same impact as of Blog promotion and press release submission.



Our Mission is to popularize worthy
 brands capitalizing on our passion

 to creativity and innovation.
Our vision is to be the known as best at what we do.

As a matter of fact, we invest on sending
 our creative team to seminars and workshops

 in country and abroad to hone their skills. 
This way, we unleash their potential,

 keep them proactive,  and keep them 
ahead of their peers – making us as agency 

of creative giants and not agency of dwarves.

We sleep, eat and breathe creativity and strive to 
build innovative campaigns to stay on top of advertising

 and marketing industry. Coordinate advertising and
 Marketing’s strong foundation stems from our team of 

creative experts in the field of Graphic Designing,
 Web Designing, Social Media Marketing, 

SEO, and Copywriting.

Our Mission 

Why choose us



"Well done is better than well said"

ADIB Ladies bldg,khalidyah,Abu Dhabi,UAE


